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Introduction
Ocean waves are produced by the wind. The faster the wind, the 

longer the wind blows, and the bigger the area over which the wind 
blows, the bigger the waves. In designing ships or offshore structures 
we wish to know the biggest waves produced by a given wind speed. 
Suppose the wind blows at 20 m/s for many days over a large area of 
the North Atlantic [1-5]. What will be the spectrum of ocean waves 
at the downwind side of the area? It is important to realize that the 
spectra presented in the section are attempts to describe the ocean 
wave spectra in very special conditions, namely the conditions after a 
wind with constant velocity has been blowing for a long time. A typical 
ocean wave spectrum will be much more complicated and variable. 
For example it may have two peaks, one from distance swell and the 
other generated by the local wind. The concept of a wave spectrum 
can be quite abstract and is described in Waves and the Concept of a 
Wave Spectrum. The wave spectra information was then used to model 
shoreline changes by investigating the wave refraction patterns. From 
these patterns, the volume transport at several locations was estimated. 
The location of sedimentation and erosion along the shoreline of the gulf 
of Thailand was estimated. The wave spectra extracted from ocean wave 
analysis model data showed wavelengths ranging. The main direction 
of the waves given by the spectra was from the upper Gulf. The wave 
refraction patterns varied, showing both convergence and divergence, 
indicating erosion and sedimentation locations, respectively. Finally, 
the regression model showed that erosion occurred [6-8].

Theory and Related Works
Wave spectra derived from WAM-TMD model, The WAM-model 

is a third generation wave model which solves the wave transport 
equation explicitly without any presumptions on the shape of the wave 
spectrum. It represents the physics of the wave evolution in accordance 
with our knowledge today for the full set of degrees of freedom of a 2d 
wave spectrum.
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where E is the two-dimensional wave spectrum. The value of   E 
depends on the spatial coordinates x and y, the temporal variable t, the 
frequency domain f, and the direction domain θ. The parameter gC


is 

the group velocity function of variables x, y, f and θ. The iS parameter   
defines source/sink terms, such as the atmospheric input inS , the 
nonlinear wave-wave interaction nlS , thehigh frequency dissipation   dsS , 
and the bottom friction btS . The goal is to solve for the time rate of change 
in  E, or the directional spectra in a prescribed gridded system [9].

The bottom may induce wave energy dissipation in various ways: 
e.g. friction, percolation (water penetrating the bottom) wave induced
bottom motion and breaking. Outside the surf zone, bottom friction is
usually the most relevant. It is essentially nothing but the effort of the
waves to maintain a turbulent boundary layer just above the bottom.
Several formulations have been suggested for the bottom friction.
A fairly simple expression, in terms of the energy balance is due to
JONSWAP project: 2
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Abstract
Waves are the main factor inducing coastal erosion. The main objectives of this study are to investigate coastal 

erosion by using artificial winds which blow from the east. The wind speed increased from ascending starting from 5 
m/s to 20 m/s. Wave spectrum is used for this purpose. Wave spectrum output was taken by different wind speeds. 
The wave spectra refraction patterns are modeled from WAM-cycle4 model. The simulations of model were used 
to model the wave spectrum along the shoreline. The results show that the wave spectra extracted from ocean 
wave model which resolution is 0.017×0.017 degree latitude/longitude grid over the area of interest. The area that 
we study is an embayment shoreline which the wave energy is dispersed along the lines of equivalent depth. That 
means the coastal erosion in this area does not have much effect by the wave spectrum. Using WAM-cycle4 model 
shows that there is no significant difference of the wave spectrum at the shoreline before and after adding the 
constructions into grid experiment on domain of ocean wave model, so the constructions in distance of 20 km, from 
shoreline of Songkhla should not cause more erosion to shoreline. 
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Where Γ  is an empirically determined co-efficient.

The wave energy spectral density E (f) or simply the wave spectrum 
may be obtained directly from a continuous time series of the surface 
η(t). Using a Fourier analysis, the wave profile time trace can be written 
as an infinite sum of sinusoids of amplitude An, frequency ωn, and 
relative phase εn, that is
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The coefficients an and bn in the above equation may be determined 
explicitly from the orthogonality properties of circular functions 
(Figures 1 and 2). Note that a0 is the mean of the record. Because real 
observations are of finite length, the finite Fourier transform is used 
and the number of terms in the summation is a finite value.

By an intuitive extension of this simple wave, the variance of a 
random signal with zero mean may be considered to be made up of 
contributions with all possible frequencies [10]. We thus can find a 
random signal as
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Where m0 is the zero-th moment of the spectrum. Physically, m0 
represents the area under the curve of E(f). The area under the spectral 

density represents the variance of a random signal whether the one-
sided or two sided spectrum is used.

The moments of a spectrum can be obtained by

0
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We now use the definition of the variance of a random signal 
(Equation (5)) to define the significant wave height. As stated earlier, 
this gives an estimation of the significant wave height using the 
wave spectrum. For Rayleigh distributed wave heights, Hs may be 
approximated by

0 03.8 4sH m m= ≈    (7) 

Therefore, the zero-the moment m0, the total area under the wave 
energy density spectrum, determines the significant wave height for a 
given E(f) .

Experimental 
The ocean wave model domain is located in the Gulf of Thailand 

between latitude 5° N to 15° N and longitude 95° tE to 105° E. 
Bathymetry grid is taken from ETOPO1 covering the region 95° E to 
105° E and 5° N to 15° N (Figure 3) with 0.017° resolution in both 
latitude and longitude (589×589 grids). The artificial winds were used, 
with 0.017° resolution and are linearly interpolated to specify wind 
components at each wave grid point. The artificial wind speed increased 
from ascending, starting from 5 m/s to 20 m/s. Coastal wave spectrum 
is calculated along Songkhla coast where the squared amplitudes for 
each component are plotted against their corresponding frequencies. 
The wave spectrum is obtained from a measured wave record, which 
it was calculated. On the horizontal axis, the wave component are 
represented by their frequencies which using the frequency and energy 
of waves [11]. 

The purpose of this research is to determine whether the strong 
winds caused large waves against the shoreline and lead to coastal 
erosion. We assume that the winds blow from the east and the wind 
speed increased from ascending, starting from 5 m/s to 20 m/s. The 
study was divided into 2 cases, the first case was simulated waves 
without any construction in the sea (Figure 4), and the second case, 
was simulated waves with a row of construction in the sea along the 
Songkhla coast (Figures 4-9). The red point in figures 4-9 assumes that 
a small island which diameter is 1.8 km. and distance between each one 
is 1.8 km. They are located at (lat. 7.656 N, long.100.61 E), (lat.7.588 N, 
long.100.61 E), (lat. 7.537 N, long.100.61 E), (lat. 7.452 N, long.100.61E), 

Figure 1: A schematic for a two-dimensional wave spectrum ( , )E f θ .   
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Figure 2: Sketches of wave spectral energy and energy density.
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Figure 3: Ocean wave model domain.
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(lat.7.384N, long.100.61E) and (lat.7.333N, long.100.61E). After we 
set up all parameters mentioned above and had run model. The wave 
spectrum as the 6 yellow points of along the Songkhla coast in Figures 
4-9 was calculated [12,13]. 

Results and Discussion
Wave spectra peaks have different size and direction at different 

seasons. The wave spectra peaks normally change its directions along 
coastline of the east side of southern part of Thailand during the east 
winds effect along coastline. During the east winds, the erosion events 
occurred along coastline of the east side of southern part. Due to the 
wave energy is higher during the east winds and is proportional with 
square of wave height. This means that the waves are more destructive 
during the east winds. Anyway, the probability distribution function 
shows that the erosion of the east winds has no effect on the cycles of 
shoreline change. This means that the beaches are in an equilibrium 

state with the nature [14]. Changes caused by the natural forces are 
usually temporary and beaches could normally recover back to their 
original state.

In this paper, we add the 1.8 km diameter of constructions to the 
numerical model, to see how they could affect the shoreline. After we 
run the numerical model with the artificial winds blow from east to 
west with the wind speed increased from ascending, starting from 5 m/s 
to 20 m/s, the 6 points along the shoreline of Songkhla are picked. The 
wave energy which calculated at the 6 points, are compared between 
before and after we add the constructions to the model. The results 
show that the wave spectrum at each point has no significant difference 
much is shown in Table 1. 

Conclusion
The work of this study is linked to the evaluation of coastal processes 

and to assessing the wider uses of ocean environments, particularly 

Figure 4: The Spectrum of Wind-Generated Ocean Waves at lat: 7.656 N, long:100.423 E.
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Figure 5: The Spectrum of Wind-Generated Ocean Waves at lat: 7.588 N, long:100.44 E.
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Figure 6: The Spectrum of Wind-Generated Ocean Waves at lat: 7.537 N, long:100.457 E.

The Spectrum of Wind-Generated Ocean Waves at lat: 7.537 N, long:100.457 E
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Figure 7: The Spectrum of Wind-Generated Ocean Waves at lat: 7.724 N, long:100.474 E.
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Figure 8: The Spectrum of Wind-Generated Ocean Waves at lat: 7.384 N, long:100.508 E.
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Figure 9: The Spectrum of Wind-Generated Ocean Waves at lat: 7.333 N, long:100.525 E.

The Spectrum of Wind-Generated Ocean Waves at lat: 7.333 N, long:100.525 E
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Theposition of calculated thewave 
spectrum

Wave spectrum
Before 
constructions

After 
constructions

Lat: 7.656 N, Long:100.423 E 3.198373 3.344456
Lat: 7.588 N, Long:100.440 E 3.290098 3.391262
Lat: 7.537 N, Long:100.457 E 3.122657 3.418713
Lat: 7.724 N, Long:100.474 E 3.157723 3.379919
Lat: 7.384 N, Long:100.508 E 3.068017 3.412305

Lat: 7.333 N, Long:100.525 E 3.027942 3.381261

Table 1: The wave spectrum.

through the use of data incorporated into coastal. For the coastal 
erosion caused by the wave energy, one of important factor we have to 
concern about is the bathymetry of the area of interest. In shallow water, 
waves refract to follow bathymetry, adjusting to travel perpendicular 
to lines of equivalent depth on the sea floor. The refraction of wave 
affects the distribution of its energy at the coast. At headlands and 
point shorelines, wave energy is convergence. In the other hand, wave 
energy is divergence at coastal embayment and cause less destruction. 
The area that we study is an embayment shoreline which the wave 
energy is dispersed along the lines of equivalent depth. That means 
the coastal erosion in this area does not have much effect by the wave 
spectrum. Using the numerical ocean wave model shows that there are 
no significant difference of the wave spectrum at the shoreline before 
and after adding the constructions into grid experiment on domain 
of ocean wave model, so the constructions in distance of 20 km. from 
shoreline of Songkhla should not cause more erosion to shoreline. 
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